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Background: Reteplase, the recombinant form of tissue plasminogen activator, is a thrombolytic drug with outstanding
characteristics, while demonstrating limited solubility and reduced plasminogen activation. Previously, we in silico designed
a variant of Reteplase with positively supercharged surface, which showed promising stability, solubility and activity. This
study was devoted to evaluation of the utility of supercharging technique for enhancing these characteristics in Reteplase.
Objective: To test the hypothesis that reinforced surface charge of a rationally-designed Reteplase variant will not
compromise its stability, will increase its solubility, and will enhance its plasminogen cleavage activity.
Materials and Methods: Supercharged Reteplase coding sequence was cloned in pDest527 vector and expressed in E. coli
BL21 (DE3). The expressed protein was extracted by cell disruption. Inclusion bodies were solubilized using guanidine
hydrochloride, followed by dialysis for protein refolding. After confirmation with SDS-PAGE and western blotting, extracted
proteins were assayed for solubility and tested for bioactivity.
Results: SDS-PAGE and western blot analysis confirmed the successful expression of Reteplase. Western blot experiments
showed most of Reteplase expressed in the insoluble form. Plasminogen cleavage assay showed significantly higher activity
of the supercharged variant than the wild type protein (P < 0.001). The stability of the supercharged variant was also
comparable to the wild type.
Conclusion: Our findings, i.e. the contribution of the surface supercharging technique to retained stability, enhanced
plasminogen cleavage activity, while inefficiently changed solubility of Reteplase, contain implications for future designs of
soluble variants of this fibrinolytic protein drug.
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1. Background
A major challenge in production and development of
new generations of protein therapeutics with desirable
features is the limited solubility, activity and/or stability
of the pharmaceutical protein of interest (1). Reteplase
(r-PA), the first third-generation thrombolytic drug, is
an important example in this view; it is a recombinant
form of human tissue plasminogen activator (t-PA)
with ability of fibrinolysis in plasma, which is used in
the treatment of acute myocardial infarction (AMI),

a dominant reason of mortality in the world (2, 3).
Due to the non-glycosylated structure of Reteplase,
this recombinant therapeutic protein can be produced
using a bacterial host such as Escherichia coli (4-6).
However, the relatively poor solubility of Reteplase that
results in its misfolding into inclusion bodies during
expression, is a limitation that particularly emerges in
industrial production of Reteplase (7). In addition, due
to its low half-life compared to other third generation
thrombolytic drugs (5, 8), it is necessary to improve
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its function by increasing its activity. Therefore, it is
very beneficial to design new variants of Reteplase
with enhanced characteristics in terms of solubility and
activity to use the enzyme as a therapeutic drug.
Rational design approaches can be utilized to create
appropriate mutations (9-11). These techniques rely on
structural and functional studies of proteins to identify
the mutations which are capable to improve favorable
features such as activity, thermal stability and protein
refolding, and to reduce the aggregation propensity (1215).
To date, rational protein engineering has been utilized
for optimal production of several therapeutic and
industrial proteins. Nevertheless, the structure-function
relationship studies to enhance the Reteplase properties
are limited to a single in silico design of various single
peptides to transport recombinant Reteplase to culture
media (7).
In the last decade, researchers have pointed out to
the effectiveness of modifying the net charge of
proteins to improve their desirable traits. It has been
suggested that reinforcing the net charge of protein
surface (supercharging) can help resolve the solubility
problem by shifting the isoelectric point of proteins and
augmenting the polar interactions with water molecules
(16). Engineering proteins by the supercharge technique
have been shown to improve solubility, heat stability
and activity of several widely used proteins such as
green fluorescent protein and human enteropeptidase
light chain (17, 18). In many cases, computational
protein design methods have demonstrated applicability
to achieve desired properties (16-18).
The present study was conducted based on our previous
findings from computational algorithms for rational
protein design on Reteplase. Using in silico approach,
we have suggested modifications for solvent accessible
residues of Reteplase in order to design supercharged
variants with improved solubility while retaining
or enhancing its activity (19). To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first investigation of the effect
of enhanced charging on Reteplase properties, where
the results of computational techniques are validated
through experimental methods.
2. Objective
The present study aimed to investigate the effect of
supercharging on solubility, activity and stability of
Reteplase by replacing selected surface amino acids
with charged ones. We evaluate our computational
findings and test three hypotheses: 1) supercharged
variant of Reteplase is more soluble than the wild type,
hence it has less propensity to aggregate as inclusion
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bodies; 2) plasminogen cleavage activity of the S7
r-PA variant is higher than that of the wild type; 3) the
stability of Reteplase will not be compromised due to
surface supercharging.
3. Material and Methods
In our previous simulation study, we hypothesized the
supercharging technique as an effective method for
improving Reteplase stability, solubility and activity.
We tested this hypothesis by replacing appropriate
surface residues of r-PA variants with arginine (R) to
increase the net charge on the protein surface. Four
supercharged variants of r-PA were designed this way.
Computational molecular modeling studies suggested
the supercharging technique to be an effective method
for improving the above-mentioned biochemical and
biophysical properties of the protein. The S7 variant of
Reteplase (with N113R, A284R, E291R, E212K and
F288R substitutions) demonstrated the best profile in
terms of structural stability, solubility and biological
activity, and was selected as the most appropriate
candidate for experimental study (19). The current work
was devoted to experimental validation of favorable
features which can be introduced in Reteplase through
the designed supercharging mutations.
3.1. Gene Construction
The supercharged variant which demonstrated the
highest stability and solubility in the molecular modeling
phase (S7) was cloned and expressed to assess its
plasminogen activation effect. The coding sequence of
S7 r-PA variant was optimized for expression in E. coli
BL21 (DE3) strain. One 6x-His-tag coding sequence
was added to the 5’ end of the gene. The sequence was
synthesized by Made Biocompany (Tehran, Iran), and
sub-cloned into the pDest527 expression plasmid using
HindIII and XbaI restriction enzymes. All these stages
were performed for the cloning of wild type Reteplase
as the control for biological assay.
3.2. Expression of Supercharged Reteplase
Reteplase was expressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) as
the most widely used host for target gene expression.
Transformation was done with recombinant pDest527
containing Reteplase insert using heat shock procedure,
followed by selection of transformed colonies according
to resistance to 100 μg.mL-1 ampicillin which was
obtained from Sigma, Germany.
For this stage, one colony of recombinant E. coli BL21
(DE3) was inoculated into 5 mL of Luria-Bertani
(LB) medium containing 100 μg.mL-1 ampicillin and
incubated at 4 ×g for 16 h at 37 ˚C. These overnight
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cultures were used to inoculate (10% v/v) 150 mL of
fresh LB medium. The cells were incubated at 37 ˚C
until they reached the exponential phase (an OD600
nm of 0.4-0.6). In the following, the expression of
Reteplase was induced by the addition of 1 mM IPTG.
At the end of expression time, cells were harvested by
centrifugation at 7000 ×g for 10 min at 4 ˚C and the
final product was stored at -20 ˚C in order to be used
for further studies.
3.3. Western Blot Analysis
To confirm the accuracy of the expression of recombinant
Reteplase, western blot analysis was carried out.
The bacterial lysate specimen was separated by 12%
SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis, then transferred to a
nitrocellulose membrane (Sigma, Steinheim, Germany).
The membrane was incubated at 4 ˚C overnight with
blocking buffer containing 3% non-fat dry milk in Tris
buffer (pH 8.8), afterwards it was incubated at room
temperature with anti-His tag HRP conjugated antibody
(Invitrogen, USA; 1:1000 in TB-Tween buffer [0.1 %])
for 1.5 h, followed by three times of 10min washing
with wash buffer (TB-Tween buffer, pH 8.8). Finally,
the protein bands were visualized using DAB solution
(3, 3-diaminobenzidine, Sigma, Germany).
3.4. Preparation and Extraction of Reteplase Inclusion
Bodies
Cell pellets obtained after induction of about 150 mL
culture, were suspended in 13 mL buffer (50 mM Tris,
25% sucrose, 10 mM DTT and 1 mM NaEDTA). Then,
the bacteria were lysed by sonication (3 cycles of 30
seconds and 3 cycles of 15 seconds with intensity of
0.5 Amplitude) (20). The pellets were resuspended in
lysosyme, DNAase and MgCl2 with slowly vertex.
Following that, lysis buffer was added and it was
shortly vertexed again, mixed and incubated at room
temperature for 45 min. After adding NaEDTA and
MgCl2, the solution was rested for 30 min. Subsequently,
NaEDTA was added and centrifugation was carried out
for 25 min at 4 ˚C (13000 ×g). Afterwards, the pellets
were resuspended in Triton buffer and sonication was
carried out as mentioned above. This procedure was
repeated twice with no Triton buffer (50 mM Tris, 100
mM NaCl, 1 mM NaEDTA and 1 mM DTT).
3.5. Solubilization and Refolding of Reteplase
In order to solubilize the extracted inclusion bodies,
resuspension in solubilizing buffer (25 mM Tris, 10
mM NaEDTA, 6 M guanidine HCl, 1mM glutathione
reductase, 0.1 mM Glutathione oxidized, 0.5 mol.L-1
L-Arginine, 0.01% Tween and 1 mg.mL-1 bovine serum
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albumin) was performed and after that, the samples
were incubated for 24 h at 22 °C in the mentioned
buffer. The reducing agent and buffer components
were separated by dialysis against 0.1 mol.L-1 TrisHCL and 1 mM NaEDTA (pH=7) at 4 °C. This stage
was repeated every one hour for two times at 4 °C and
finally overnight.
3.6. Reteplase Activity Assessment
Plasminogen activation to plasmin by Reteplase was
detected by Human t-PA Chromogenic Activity Kit
(AssayPro, USA) according to its instructions. At the
first stage, an assay mix containing assay diluents
(60 μL), plasminogen (10 μL) and plasmin substrate
(10 μL) per each sample or standard was prepared.
Then, 80 μL of this mixture was added to the
supplied 96-well plate. Eventually, after adding 20
μL of tPA standard or samples (including wild type
Reteplase or S7 variant in the same concentration as
180 μg.mL-1) to each well, the plate was incubated
at 37 °C in a humid incubator and the absorbance
was measured at 405 nm in various time intervals
for each sample. This stage was repeated for 20 μL
of refolding buffer as blank. The activity test was
performed in three independent experiments with
2 repeats for each compound as well as different
standards. SPSS software (version 16; Chicago, IL,
USA) was used for statistical analysis. Repeated
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to
determine the differences between groups.
4. Results
4.1. Confirmation of the S7 Reteplase Gene Clone
Digestion of recombinant pDest527 plasmid containing
the mutant Reteplase (S7) with XbaI and HindIII
created a band in about 1289 bp in 0.8% agarose gel
electrophoresis, which is equal to the size of Reteplase
gene as shown in Figure 1A.
4.2. Expression of Reteplase
At the final stage of expression of the supercharged
Reteplase (S7) with IPTG (1mM) induction, the
expression with an estimated protein size of ∼43 kDa
was confirmed in SDS-PAGE (Fig. 1B). In order to
investigate the soluble expression level of S7 Reteplase,
the supernatant and bacterial pellets were treated with
anti-His HRP conjugated antibody as western blotting
procedure. A band was observed approximately in 43
kDa in pellet sample but not in supernatant, showing
that almost whole of the expressed protein was in
insoluble (inclusion body) form (Fig. 1C).
Iran J Biotech. October 2020;18(4): e2556
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Figure 1. A) Agarose gel electrophoresis of pDest527 containing supercharged Reteplase coding sequence: Lane 1, Standard molecular
weight marker; Lane 2: Digested recombinant pDest527; Lane 3: pDest527 without digestion. B) SDS-PAGE analysis of wild-type and
S7 Reteplase expression: Lane 1,Standard molecular weight marker; Lane 2: Supernatant of induced E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells containing
pDest527-wt (wild type) Reteplase; Lane 3: Pellet of induced E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells containing pDest527-wt Reteplase; Lane 4:
Supernatant of induced E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells containing pDest527-S7 Reteplase; Lane 5: Pellet of induced E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells
containing pDest527-S7 Reteplase; Lane 6: Supernatant of induced E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells containing BL21; Lane 7: Pellet of induced
E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells containing BL21. C) Western blot analysis for evaluation of Reteplase expression: Lane 1, Pre-stained standard
molecular weight marker; Lane 2: Supernatant of induced E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells containing pDest527-WT Reteplase; Lane 3: Pellet of
induced E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells containing pDest527-WT Reteplase; Lane 4: Supernatant of induced E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells containing
pDest527-S7 Reteplase; Lane 5: Pellet of induced E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells containing pDest527-S7 Reteplase; Lane 6: Supernatant of E.
coli BL21 (DE3) cells (negative control); Lane 7: Supernatant of E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells (negative control). D) SDS-PAGE of the proteins
extracted from inclusion bodies and refolded form: Lane 1, Standard molecular weight marker; Lane 2: Refolded wild type; Lane 3: Purified
inclusion body of wild type; Lane 4: Refolded supercharged (S7) Reteplase; Lane 5: Purified inclusion body of superchargd Reteplase.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the plasminogen activator properties of wt r-PA and S7 r-PA forms. (A) Immediately after dialysis, and (B) two
weeks after dialysis. n = 3; Error bars represent SD; P value < 0.001.

4.3. Extraction, Solubilization and Refolding of
Reteplase Inclusion Bodies
After large-scale expression of S7 Reteplase as
insoluble form, bacterial cells were collected and
disrupted by sonication. Isolated Reteplase inclusion
bodies was performed by washing with buffers
containing detergent and high speed centrifugation.
Based on our results, 6 M guanidine HCl (pH 7.8)
was found to be the best solubilizing agent. As shown
in Figure 1D, solubilization of inclusion bodies,
refolding and dialysis of Reteplase analyzed using
SDS-PAGE electrophoresis showed the presence of a
prominent band of about 43 kDa. Furthermore, a band
approximately in about 66 kDa, was observed in SDSPAGE which can be attributed to the dimeric form of
S7 Reteplase created in the refolding stage (Fig. 1D).
4.4. Bioactivity Assays of Supercharged Reteplase
The activity of the refolded enzyme was evaluated
using standard t-PA enzyme activity kit. The change in
the absorbance of chromogenic substrate at 405 nm has
a direct relation to the Reteplase enzymatic activity. As
shown in Figure 2A, the plasminogen cleavage activity
of supercharged Reteplase has increased significantly
over time in both groups (P < 0.001, for both groups)
and it was significantly higher in S7 variant than that
of the wild type (P < 0.001). The maximum activity of
both wild-type and supercharged Reteplase variants was
reached at the 8th hour after dialysis (27.5 IU.mL-1 and
35.93 IU.mL-1, respectively). Furthermore, two weeks
after dialysis, the trends of decreasing activity were
similar for the wild type and S7 variants, indicating
unchanged stability of S7 compared to the wild type.
After 2 weeks of dialysis, the supercharged variant
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showed significantly increasing trend over time in both
groups (P < 0.001, for both groups) and higher activity
was seen in S7 variant than the wild type during the
surveyed time (P < 0.001). (Fig. 2B).
5. Discussion
This study was devoted to experimentally evaluate
the properties of a computational model of Reteplase.
Previously, we employed several in silico methods to
design new surface-supercharged variants of Reteplase,
and in this study we expressed our engineered enzyme
in the cytoplasm of E. coli BL21 (DE3) under optimal
conditions utilizing pDest527, a vector containing the
powerful T7 promoter and a polyhistidine tag (6). In
comparison with periplasmic production of Reteplase,
the cytoplasmic expression has been revealed as a more
appropriate system yielding high amounts of protein (4,
5, 22).
Our supercharged Reteplase variant showed increased
plasminogen cleavage activity over that of the wild
type protein. In fact, augmenting the charged groups
on protein surface leads to the strengthening of
connection of water molecule clusters to the surface
of protein which are essential for enzyme activity (23).
In addition, several studies revealed that the number of
arginine residues on the protein surface significantly
affects the protein stability and function by increasing
the number of hydrogen bonds and electrostatic
interactions (13, 24, 25). It is suggested that the surface
arginine substitutions improve the structural stability
and perhaps enhance the stability of catalytic residues,
which correlates to its enhanced activity. In agreement
with our results, Turunen and colleagues indicated
that introducing of arginine residues into xylanase
Iran J Biotech. October 2020;18(4): e2556
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surface led to the stability and functional properties
improvement (25).
Shafiee and colleagues reported that the activity of
Reteplase expressed in E. coli TOP10 under optimal
conditions was reduced in comparison to commercial
Reteplase (Retelaise®), which could be attributed to the
presence of His-tag (3). In contrast with Shafiee et al.,
the activity of our product is higher than that of wild
type. In our study, the His-tag sequence was placed in
the N-terminal which was not in close proximity of the
active site. In agreement with this approach, Aslantas
and Surmeli indicated that adding His-tag sequence can
influence the electronic structure of active site and the
activity of the protein. Hence, they suggested that the
His-tag located in N-terminus is the optimal choice for
isolation and purification of proteins (26).
Despite the fact that modifying the protein surface
charge and removing surface hydrophobic residues
can help improve refolding and solubility and prevent
aggregation of proteins (13, 17, 18), in our study, the
high amount of expressed Reteplase was accumulated
in cytoplasmic space in the form of inclusion bodies.
The production of inclusion bodies is preferred in many
cases since they can accumulate in higher quantities than
soluble proteins, and the recombinant product can be
isolated in a highly concentrated and purified state (21,
27). However, due to their insoluble nature, optimizing
their purification and refolding process is critical in
order to prevent formation of inactive aggregates (3, 28).
Optimal conditions for solubilization are unique for each
protein (29). In the case of highly charged proteins, due
to the reinforcement of structural interactions, guanidine
hydrochloride is a more appropriate chaotropic agent
than urea (8, 30), hence it was used here for dissolving
the supercharged Reteplase inclusion bodies. We also
used arginine and oxidizing/reducing glutathione
in refolding buffer, as the interaction of Arg with
tryptophan side chains can suppress protein aggregation
(31, 32). Despite these strategies, the proportion of
solubilized protein still remains low. This may be
due to the unequal distribution of mutations between
the two functional domains of Reteplase, because the
serine protease domain is bulkier and offers more sites
amenable to mutation, than the Kringle II domain. As
an alternative explanation, the proposed substitutions
may have been inefficient due to larger stabilization
of the aggregated form (15). Whatever the reason, our
observation revokes the notion of supercharging as a
strategy for enhancing the Reteplase solubility, which is
an implication for future studies.
The supercharge technique can augment the protein
Iran J Biotech. October 2020;18(4): e2556

stability as shown by other works. Miklos et al., for
example, applied this technique to structural design
of thermo-resistant antibodies, and reported this
method to be useful in enhancing the resistance to
thermal inactivation due to induced aggregation, as
well as in potentiating the antibody affinity (14)(29).
Stability analyses in our study using the wild type as
reference, showed comparable or higher stability of
the supercharged Reteplase. The trend of decreasing
activity of the new Reteplase variant with time was
similar to that of the wild type form. Furthermore,
fortnight storage of the enzyme led to no change in
the descending trend, compared to wild type r-PA,
indicating retained storage stability of the protein.
6. Conclusion
Overall, our data indicated that Reteplase surface charge
modification can be an effective strategy to increase the
protein activity through non-destabilizing substitution
of residues to charged ones. The observations of our
study, i.e. preserved stability, enhanced plasminogen
cleavage activity, while inefficiently changed solubility
of Reteplase, suggest implications for further study and
design of new soluble variants of this fibrinolytic protein
drug, with the purpose of treating acute myocardial
infarction.
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